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COVID-19 6/2 Update  
 
Global 
Total cases – 6,325,303 
Total deaths – 377,460 
 
United States 
Total cases – 1,820,523 
Total deaths – 105,644 
Total # tests – 17,340,682 
 
Administration 

• President Trump is expected to meet with advisers as soon as this week to talk about 

policy options for the next coronavirus relief package, Dow Jones reports, citing an 

unidentified senior administration official. 

o The administration is getting ready for negotiations with lawmakers: DJ 

o White House aides predict a final package won’t be completed until July 

o The dollar amount of a measure is uncertain; Senate Majority Leader Mitch 

McConnell has privately told Trump he doesn’t want it to exceed $1 trillion, 

people say: DJ 

• The US Food and Drug Administration will expand the kinds of companies that can 

make hand sanitizer while demand continues to outpace supply during the Covid-19 

pandemic.  

o The agency issued temporary guidance Monday that will allow some ethanol 

producers to make hand sanitizers -- even if that means allowing in some small 

amounts of impurities, the agency said on its website. 

• As protests over the death of George Floyd continue across the United States, there is 

concern that coronavirus could spread among demonstrators, US Surgeon General Dr. 

Jerome Adams told Politico on Monday. 

o "I remain concerned about the public health consequences both of individual 

and institutional racism [and] people out protesting in a way that is harmful to 

themselves and to their communities," Adams said in a phone call with Politico’s 

Sarah Owermohle. 

• The Defense Department is seeking to adapt artificial intelligence technology it employs 

to hunt terrorists with drones or predict when a plan will need maintenance for a new 

purpose: screening and testing novel coronavirus treatments and vaccines. The 

Pentagon plans to boost existing programs with money Congress provided under the 

https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/QBAZMP073NCX
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB1752
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB1752
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virus-relief CARES Act for the development of A.I. models to “rapidly screen, prioritize, 

and test” the FDA’s approved therapeutics for new coronavirus drug candidates 

• A third and fourth month of coronavirus lockdowns could cause a wave of business 

failures that jeopardizes U.S. lending in a way the nation’s governors and mayors aren’t 

considering, the chief regulator of national banks said Tuesday. 

• “The longer this goes on, there will be a cascade of losses,” acting Comptroller of the 

Currency Brian Brooks said in a Bloomberg Television interview with David Westin, 

adding that those collapses will affect the banks that back the businesses that fail, 

further hurting credit availability. “Somebody needs to be taking responsibility for the 

lives that are really being ruined,” he said. 

o Brooks acknowledged in a separate off-camera interview that he’s not 

addressing health-care decisions, just underlining dangers that local government 

leaders may not be evaluating. 

• President Trump and Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro “expressed their mutual 

appreciation for the longstanding collaboration on health issues between the two 

countries, including the delivery of 2 million doses of hydroxychloroquine” to Brazil by 

the U.S., according to White House statement. 

• The CDC over the weekend quietly revised guidelines that had enraged transit agencies 

and advocates, and the new version is more inclusive of other modes of transportation. 

o The guidance that came out late last week, as businesses in many cities are 

reopening, had encouraged employers to incentivize “forms of transportation 

that minimize close contact with other” such as “parking for commuting to work 

alone or single-occupancy rides.” Transit advocates accused the CDC of ignoring 

its own, pre-Covid guidance in favor of more active, less polluting modes, and 

the agency listened. Its new guidance includes biking and walking and 

encourages adhering to CDC guidelines when using public transportation. 

• The Cyberspace Solarium Commission has released new recommendations for 

improving the U.S.’s digital security posture that draw lessons from the coronavirus 

pandemic. The new annex to its report urges Congress to pass an internet of things 

security law, fund nonprofit groups helping law enforcement fight cybercrime and 

create an independent organization to track and expose disinformation campaigns. 

“This pandemic has made us think the unthinkable,” Sen. Angus King (I-Maine), who co-

chairs the commission, told reporters during a press call about the annex. “It’s made us 

realize that a crippling cyberattack, which we talked about at the time of the original 

report, is not a science fiction story, but it’s something that could happen.” 

http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=cbf09851863928ab8535fd42a34f67baf73e4353abac487d6d7fbe79303c73ce633bc9f4b9a1cb5f6713791ff4a50f31
http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=cbf09851863928ab8535fd42a34f67baf73e4353abac487d6d7fbe79303c73ce633bc9f4b9a1cb5f6713791ff4a50f31
http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=cbf09851863928ab7f9843c3ecc309b4f74a3a232d77956677440e9eaa96bef6f7a65d42f10cace673c6d315d899db68
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o The 16-page annex also explores how the pandemic has exposed frailties in U.S. 

emergency response policies that relate equally well to cyber threats, such as 

national leadership, authorities gaps and inadequate resilience. “We, as a nation, 

must internalize the lessons learned from this emergency and move forward to 

strengthen U.S. national preparedness,” the commission warned. 

• The National Institutes of Health is in the early stage of physically bringing back staff 

who work on matters not related to Covid-19 research, NIH Office of AIDS Research Dir. 

Maureen Goodenow says. 

o Goodenow spoke at a meeting on the President’s Advisory Council on HIV/AIDS 

o NIH clinical centers and research labs will have limited in-person staffing 

o The infrastructure for HIV clinical trials has been used for Covid-19, Goodenow 

says 

o Separately, people who have HIV and get Covid-19 are not at a higher chance of 

dying, according to Jonathan Mermin, CDC National Center for HIV/AIDS director 

who also spoke at the meeting  

• As part of the Trump Administration’s Operation Warp Speed, on Monday, the U.S. 

Department of Health and Human Services announced a task order with Emergent 

BioSolutions to advance manufacturing capabilities and capacity for a potential COVID-

19 vaccine as well as therapeutics. The task order is worth approximately $628 million 

and falls under an existing contract with the Biomedical Advanced Research and 

Development Authority (BARDA), part of HHS’s Office of the Assistant Secretary for 

Preparedness and Response. (HERE) 

• The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) today kicked off the 11th annual 

government-wide Feds Feed Families (FFF) campaign, which encourages employees 

from all federal departments and agencies to give in-kind contributions -- food, services, 

and time -- to food banks and pantries. (HERE) 

• As FEMA, under the direction of the White House Task Force, has led the whole-of-

America response to the COVID-19 pandemic for the past several weeks, billions of 

essential resources and protective equipment have been delivered throughout the 

nation. (HERE) 

 
Capitol Hill 

• Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell will attempt to expedite approval of changes 

to the popular Paycheck Protection Program. 

https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/06/01/hhs-adds-628-million-contract-emergent-biosolutions-secure-manufacturing-capacity-operation-warp-speed.html
https://www.usda.gov/media/press-releases/2020/06/01/usda-launches-2020-feds-feed-families-nationwide-food-drive
https://www.fema.gov/news-release/2020/05/29/fema-releases-latest-state-state-covid-19-data
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o McConnell (R-Ky.) is seeking to move the bill, passed by the House last week, by 

unanimous consent in the Senate if no senators raise objections, according to 

the aides. The legislation would give small businesses more flexibility in using 

PPP funds.  

• It’ll take about a decade for economic growth to fully recover from the coronavirus, the 

Congressional Budget Office told lawmakers yesterday, estimating that the U.S. 

economy will lose trillions compared to earlier expectations.  

o Cumulative real gross domestic product is expected to be $7.9 trillion, or 3%, 

lower from 2020 through 2030 compared to projections in January, before the 

pandemic, the CBO said in a letter. Cumulative nominal GDP is projected to be 

$15.7 trillion, or 5.3%, lower. While CBO expects a steep increase in growth in 

the near future as parts of the economy reopen, GDP is still expected to lag 

behind earlier projections due to the virus. The coronavirus and the 

government’s response are projected to continue to have a negative effect on 

real GDP until nearly 2030, the CBO said. 

o The projections highlight partisan divisions over the coronavirus response, as 

Democrats say more economic aid is needed soon and Republicans call for a 

pause. It also foreshadows a lengthy, likely difficult debate about when to stop 

juicing the economy and start trying to rein in the deficit. 

• Sixty House members, evenly divided between the parties, signed a letter asking that 

any further coronavirus stimulus legislation include budget process measures. That 

shows at least some centrist Democrats are getting uncomfortable with the high-deficit 

path that lawmakers have laid ahead. The letter called for an annual fiscal state of the 

nation report from the Government Accountability Office to Congress, a formal debt-to-

GDP ratio, and bicameral “rescue committees” for the trust funds that help pay for 

Social Security, disability insurance, Medicare hospital ins urance, and highway 

programs. 

o “Including budget reforms like these with any further pandemic-response 

legislation would put in place a plan to make sure that as we address our 

nation’s health and economic concerns, we will deal with our debt challenges at 

the appropriate time as well,” the letter said. 

o The letter was led by Reps. Scott Peters (D-Calif.) and Jodey Arrington (R-Texas). 

• Senate Finance Chairman Chuck Grassley (R-Iowa) said he intends to push for a vote 

this year on a measure that would limit price hikes of drugs, even as pharmaceutical 

companies race to find treatments and vaccines for Covid-19. The drugmaking sector 

https://www.cbo.gov/system/files/2020-06/56376-GDP.pdf
https://scottpeters.house.gov/sites/scottpeters.house.gov/files/6.1.20%20Leadership%20Budget%20Reforms.pdf
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB5247265
https://www.bgov.com/core/legislators/#!/BB5248448
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has been pouring resources into researching new therapies as the disease wreaks havoc 

on public health and the economy. That’s helped quiet a long-running debate over rising 

prescription costs. 

o “There’s no better time to address this issue,” said Grassley, a co-sponsor of the 

drug-price legislation, in an interview yesterday. He cited a need to prepare for 

future pandemics and to keep “bad actors” in the drug industry “from hiking 

prices astronomically” in the next health crisis. If the measure fails to pass, 

Grassley said he’s worried drugmakers will charge “whatever they want to” for 

Covid-19 drugs. “It will be the Wild West.” 

• Federal mandates are needed to ensure bus drivers, flight attendants, transit workers 

and other transportation workers have protective gear because a patchwork of 

employer responses to the pandemic has put some workers at risk, a union leader plans 

to tell lawmakers on Wednesday. 

o Inconsistent practices in the face of coronavirus across the U.S. transportation 

system have been inadequate and mandatory safety rules are needed, Larry 

Willis, president of the AFL-CIO’s Transportation Trades Department, said in 

written testimony prepared for a Senate hearing on Wednesday. 

o “Let’s be clear: these failures and inactions have directly caused infections and 

cost lives that could have been saved with early and well-coordinated 

strategies,” said Willis, whose labor organization represents 32 transportation-

related unions 

• In a letter today to USDA Secretary Sonny Perdue, the members led by Rep. Ron Kind 

said Wisconsin-based businesses received less than 1 percent of the funding to source 

dairy products and fluid milk. For example, they said USDA rejected a joint application 

from the Hunger Task Force and dozens of local farmers “on a seeming technicality” — 

even though the group was already working on a state program to simultaneously help 

hungry families and distressed farmers dumping their surplus milk. 

o “Considering the impact COVID-19 has had on the dairy industry, we expected 

that our well established dairy producers, processors and distributors in 

Wisconsin — America’s Dairyland — would be particularly well funded by USDA 

to fill the need,” they wrote. 

o USDA so far has awarded $1.2 billion to nearly 200 companies (including several 

with scant experience in large-scale food distribution ) to supply boxes of dairy, 

meat, fruits and vegetables to feeding programs across the country. Companies 

that were left out could potentially qualify for a second round of contracts. 

https://www.bgov.com/us_legislation/6740886648790974691
http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=5f6c896b055e4281a0529a7e020fcaf3ac2de703939566b1122029132c57ac29e150f96f300169db19790c11e499d3bf
http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=5f6c896b055e4281928742323095e8c5d6ceaf720c767ab048aeb7f80795fa7a049710cb91e7df0697b583ad5a9205c9
http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=5f6c896b055e4281928742323095e8c5d6ceaf720c767ab048aeb7f80795fa7a049710cb91e7df0697b583ad5a9205c9
http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=5f6c896b055e428100d1afc5b4482c4973057b513a2cda09a6e9b1a2c5483624e91def4cc6739042b4fe5075ef6b38f0
http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=5f6c896b055e428100d1afc5b4482c4973057b513a2cda09a6e9b1a2c5483624e91def4cc6739042b4fe5075ef6b38f0
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State/Local 

• Washington, DC reported on Monday a spike of coronavirus cases, pushing back the 

city’s timetable for moving to the second phase of reopening additional businesses and 

public spaces.  

o In a statement, the DC Health Department confirmed a new peak in positive 

coronavirus cases recorded. 

o DC Health confirmed the spike in cases restarts phase one of the District's 

reopening program. DC would need to record a 14-day decline in cases of 

community spread in order to complete phase one and move on to phase two.  

• New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy announced that state is on track to move to stage two in 

the reopening process June 15. 

o Outdoor dining and nonessential retail will be permitted to open with limited 

capacity on June 15. 

o Personal care businesses like salons will be allowed to open June 22 and Murphy 

said he hopes fitness centers will be permitted to open in some capacity shortly 

after that.  

o The governor stressed citizens should continue social distancing and face 

covering practices as the reopening stages continue. 

• North Carolina Gov. Roy Cooper urges the RNC to consider a scaled-down Republican 

convention, after the chairwoman requested a full event with bars and restaurants at 

capacity despite the ongoing coronavirus pandemic. 

o Since the status of the virus in August remains unknown “planning for a scaled-

down convention with fewer people, social distancing and face coverings is a 

necessity,” says Cooper in letter to RNC Chairwoman Ronna McDaniel 

o Separately, Cooper says he is awaiting a proposed plan from the RNC for a 

scaled-down convention and answers regarding safety posed by the state’s HHS 

secretary 

• Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer eased social-distancing rules Monday by 

repealing her shelter-in-place order and allowing outdoor gatherings of as many as 100 

people. The move followed months of blowback from the GOP-controlled General 

Assembly in which Whitmer refused to loosen emergency declarations or share power 

with the Legislature. At a Lansing news conference, Whitmer said slowing of new 

coronavirus cases indicated the state was now ready to relax rules, including allowing in-

person office work and a reopening of restaurants on June 8 so long as eateries restrict 

to 50% capacity and place table s 6 feet apart 

https://content.govdelivery.com/attachments/MIEOG/2020/06/01/file_attachments/1463964/EO%202020-110%20Emerg%20order%20-%20MI%20Safe%20Start.pdf
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International 

• Hong Kong extended its ban on public gatherings of more than eight people to June 18, 

Secretary for Food and Health Sophia Chan said, after the government found a local 

cluster of nine people infected by the coronavirus. 

o The city also prolonged quarantine for travelers from China, Macau and Taiwan 

to July 7 and other overseas visitors to Sept. 18. Hong Kong said it found four 

new local cases and two imported cases on Tuesday. 

• The World Health Organization has raised alarm about the risk of using antibiotics to 

treat Covid-19, fueling a rise in antimicrobial resistance around the world. 

o Antimicrobial resistance occurs when microorganisms such as bacteria or viruses 

evolve in a way that makes them no longer affected by antibiotics or other 

medicines -- leading to infections that can no longer be treated with the 

medications commonly used today. 

o The overuse of antibiotics, or using them unnecessarily, can lead to harmful 

antimicrobial resistance. 

o WHO noted in a news release on Monday that new global data shows that 

bacterial infections across nations already are increasingly resistant to the 

medications used to the treat them -- and warned that the use of antibiotics 

during the coronavirus pandemic could drive this trend even more. 

• Belgium: Preschool classes will resume from Tuesday. Lessons in primary schools will be 

able to resume from June 8 (possibly with a "trial" day on June 5).  

• Netherlands: Restaurants, cafés and bars, cinemas, theatres and concert halls reopened 

Monday. Secondary schools are reopening Tuesday. Students and teachers must stay 

1.5 metres apart. Primary schools will reopen from June 8. Face masks must be worn by 

people aged 13 and above on public transport. 

• Switzerland: From June 6, private and public events with up to 300 people will be 

allowed, including family events, fairs, concerts, plays and film screenings, as well as 

political and civil society demonstrations. Sports training resumes without any 

restrictions on group sizes from June 6. Larger groups will be allowed in restaurants 

from June 6 and activities such as playing pool or live music shows will also be allowed. 

Classroom teaching at upper secondary and vocational schools and at higher education 

institutions will resume from 8 June.  

• Italy: Fifty museums and archeological parks will reopen Tuesday (a national holiday). 

More than 180 cultural institutes have reopened so far. Museums have to follow 

https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/QBAIU4DWLU6R
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government guidelines. Games in Italy's Serie A football championship will restart on 

June 20.  

• Portugal: Most of the country entered the third phase of de-escalation on June 1. 

People can gather in crowds no larger than 20 people, work in offices is gradually 

resuming. Larger stores and restaurants in shopping malls can re-open and the 50% 

maximum capacity for restaurants has ended as long as a distance of 1.5 meters is 

maintained. Pre-schools are reopening, along with cinema, theaters and bars and clubs 

on the island of Madeira until 2 a.m. Tourists do not need to quarantine when entering 

Portugal. Beaches will reopen June 6. 

• Ireland: "Phase 2" starts on June 8. People will be able to travel up to 20km away from 

home as opposed to the 5km limit which has been in place since May 5. Small retail 

outlets can reopen with a small number of staff. Public libraries may open so long as the 

numbers allowed in are limited, social distancing is observed and there is strict hand-

sanitizing. On June 29, crèches, childminders and pre-schools for children of essential 

workers will open in a phased manner; the opening of all other non-essential retail 

outlets will be phased in; cafés and restaurants providing on-premises food and 

beverages can reopen. They must comply with social distancing and strict cleaning 

protocols. 

• Tokyo saw an unexpected spike in coronavirus cases with 34 new infections Tuesday, 

which could lead the local government to ask businesses in the capital to close their 

doors again if the surge continues. 

o The jump is the most in a single day since May 9, and comes a week after a 

national state of emergency order was lifted in the Tokyo region. The rise may 

lead Tokyo Governor Yuriko Koike to issue what she has dubbed a “Tokyo Alert,” 

warning residents to be vigilant against the pandemic, broadcaster NTV reported 

• A voluntary contact tracing app has been launched in Italy after being approved by the 

national body which regulates privacy, Italian Health Ministry said on Monday.  

o The app, called Immuni, "respects the Italian and European privacy norms” the 

Health Ministry statement says, and it can be downloaded for free from the 

Apple and Google stores.  

o Using Bluetooth technology, smartphones, which download the app, will 

exchange random codes, but not information that could identify devices' owners 

such as names, emails, phone numbers or GPS data.  

• The city of Rio de Janeiro will begin opening some nonessential businesses and activities 

tomorrow, Mayor Marcelo Crivella announced on Monday. 

https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/QBA9T6DWRGG1
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o Crivella said he expects the Brazilian city to “return to normal” in early August. 

• Italy has introduced mandatory temperature checks for rail passengers in an effort to 

contain the spread of coronavirus, the country's Transport Ministry said in a statement 

on Tuesday. 

o "In all high speed stations, dedicated entrances are introduced for passengers on 

high-speed trains and Intercity trains to measure body temperature before 

boarding. If a body temperature higher than 37.5° C is detected, access on board 

the train will not be allowed," the statement said. 

o Civil Protection Agency volunteers will also manage the flow of travelers inside 

the stations until June 15, the statement said. 

• With only one active case of novel coronavirus nationwide and none reported over the 

past 11 days, New Zealand's government is poised to ease coronavirus restrictions as 

soon as next week. 

o “If and only if there are no further unexpected cases over the coming days, then 

we could be in a position to move to alert level one that week,” Prime Minister 

Jacinda Ardern announced on Tuesday. 

o The prime minister added that the last remaining restrictions on physical 

distancing and on mass gatherings would be removed, and that strict border 

controls would remain to prevent new infections from arriving overseas. 

• Indonesia's Religious Affairs Minister Fachrul Razi announced the government's decision 

not to send pilgrims to Mecca in 2020 due to virus concerns.  

o "The government has decided to not send Hajj pilgrims in 2020/1441 Hijriah," 

Razi said, during a virtual news conference on the annual Islamic pilgrimage 

reported by state-run Antara News Agency.  

• New Delhi residents can check the number of beds available in the city's hospitals on a 

new mobile app, Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal said at a news conference on 

Tuesday. 

• The U.K. is considering a plan to allow unhindered flights from countries with a low risk 

of spreading coronavirus as pressure mounts on ministers to scrap controversial 

quarantine plans. 

o Arrivals in Britain will have to self-isolate for 14 days under rules to be 

introduced June 8. The restrictions are due to be reviewed after three weeks and 

officials are looking at ways of reducing them, including the so-called air bridges 

to countries with low incidence of the disease. 

https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/QB9UPTDWLU6O
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• Prime Minister Justin Trudeau is ready to announce financial support for Canadian 

municipalities whose revenue has plunged amid Covid-19 lockdowns. 

o Trudeau will announce C$2.2 billion ($1.6 billion) in funding on Monday, 

according to a government official familiar with the plans. The money -- 

potentially only a first move to help cities -- will come in the form of an advanced 

payment of the federal Gas Tax Fund, money provided to provinces who in turn 

use it to fund municipalities. 

Other 

• The International Civil Aviation Organization has issued guidelines to regulators and 

operators on how to restart the global air-transport system. The specialized UN agency 

recommends more automation and touch-free equipment in airport bathrooms. 

Travelers may have to get used to electronic visa forms, dropping their baggage off with 

a facial or iris scan and being searched while facing away from border agents. 

o The International Air Transport Association, which represents airlines, called for 

“urgent implementation” of the ICAO guidance. 

• Amtrak said it resumed Acela service on the Northeast Corridor Monday with a 

modified schedule and new safety initiatives. 

o The railroad restored three weekday Acela round trips. At its stations, it has 

enhanced cleaning and disinfecting, and will require face coverings and social 

distancing, according to a statement. 

• The "most comprehensive study to date" found that physical distance and perhaps the 

use of a mask were the best ways to prevent coronavirus transmission. 

o The study, published in the Lancet medical journal Monday, found people 

should stay at least three feet apart -- and more if possible. 

o The review of various published studies, paid for by the World Health 

Organization, had three main findings: 

o Physical distancing: The chance of transmission at a distance of less than 1 meter 

(3.3 feet) was 12.8%, while that fell to 2.6% at a distance of more than 1 meter 

(3.3 feet). It added that distances of 2 meters (6.6 feet) could be more effective. 

It said that the certainty of the evidence was "moderate."  

o Face masks: The chance of transmission without a face mask or respirator (like 

an N95 mask) was 17.4%, while that fell to 3.1% when a mask was worn. 

However, the certainty of the evidence was "low." 

https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/QB92OXDWLU6G
https://www.bgov.com/core/news_articles/QB9QYWT1UM0W
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o Eye protection: The chance of transmission without eye protection was put at 

16%, compared to 5.5% with some form of eye protection like a face shield, 

visor, goggles or glasses. However, the certainty of the evidence was "low." 

• Small businesses in the U.S. health-care and social-assistance industry have emerged 

as the top recipients of federal coronavirus relief loans, even as the net amount of 

approved funding in the program continues to decline amid loan cancellations. The 

Small Business Administration released a report yesterday of Paycheck Protection 

Program totals through May 30 with loan approvals by industry for the first time since 

the first round of funding ended on April 16 

• P&O Cruises is extending the pause in its operations until October 15, amid the ongoing 

coronavirus pandemic.  

o "As a business, our operational focus is not: 'When can we resume sailing?' but 

instead: 'How can we develop a comprehensive restart protocol that will keep 

everyone on board -- crew and guests -- safe and well, and still give our guests an 

amazing holiday?'" P&O Cruises President Paul Ludlow said. 

o The cruise line, which is owned by US firm Carnival, said it is in close coordination 

with all relevant public health bodies. 

• Austria will open the 2020 Formula One season with back-to-back races on Sunday 5 

and Sunday 12 July after it was delayed because of the coronavirus, Formula One 

announced on Tuesday. 

o The first eight races of the revamped calendar will take place in Europe over a 

10-week period at six track locations. 

o After the two Austrian events, a third race will follow in Hungary on Sunday 19 

July before two back-to-back races in Britain in early August, and others in Spain, 

Belgium and Italy. 

• Monday marked the start of mandatory temperature checks for passengers of Frontier 

Airlines, the first carrier to require passengers to present their foreheads as well as their 

boarding passes before they get on the plane. A video published by Frontier shows what 

could become the new normal in air travel, as passengers have thermal reading devices 

pointed at their heads before boarding. Flight attendants are being scanned by the 

airline, too. 

• The Consumer Bankers Association and the Bank Policy Institute urge Congress to pass 

legislation that would forgive Paycheck Protection Program loans of less than $150,000. 

https://cnn.com/2020/05/30/motorsport/formula-one-restart-austrian-grand-prix/index.html
http://go.politicoemail.com/?qs=cbf09851863928ab3b30304ef4395033d6b8fa2db3616d6daeb519b48d8bb79bce1ea1323ba085b20da74292747c0d4c
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o Letter to chairs and ranking members of House and Senate Small Business Cmtes 

expresses concerns about the “significant burden” the PPP loan forgiveness 

process could place on small businesses 

o New forgiveness threshold would account for 85% of total PPP recipients but less 

than 26% of PPP loan dollars, according to letter 

 
 
 

https://www.consumerbankers.com/sites/default/files/CBA%20%26%20BPI%20Letter%20-%20Forgiveness%20Proposal%2C%206.2.20.pdf

